activity book for children
pink
red
green
yellow

a green bag
a red goat
a yellow cat

a green ball
a pink cup
a red apple
an apple
a goat
a ball
an ant
a umbrella
a cat
a orange
a bag
- cup
- ball
- apple
- goat
- cat
- bag

- a red cat
- a green apple
- an orange cup
- a yellow goat
- a pink ball
- a blue bag
It is a goat.

It is a cat.

It is an apple.

It is a ball.

\[ y = \text{yellow} \]
\[ p = \text{pink} \]
\[ r = \text{red} \]
It is a pink ball.

It is an orange goat.

It is a red goat.

It is a blue ball.

It is a yellow goat.

It is a green ball.
ball  

g = green  
b = blue  

blue green  

blue green  

bluegreen  

bluegreen

blue  

green  

blue  

green  

blue

blue

green  

blue  

green

blue
cake

cakes

1 2 3 4 5 girl
girls

1 2 3 4 5 boy

1 2 3 4 5 boys

1 2 3 4 5 boys

1 2 3 4 5 boy

1 2 3 4 5 girls
girl

1 2 3 4 5 girls
girl

1 2 3 4 5 boys

1 2 3 4 5 boys
yellow →

pink
green

red
orange
blue

cats

cakes
goats

bags

balls

apples

cakes
cats
goats

apples

balls

bags
yellow  red  yellow
one red table
four blue tables
two pink tables
five yellow tables
Draw two umbrellas.

Draw one fish.

Draw four tables.

Draw three umbrellas.

Draw five tables.

Color the fish orange.

Color the umbrellas pink.

Color the tables green.
Draw the ball
under the table.

Draw the apple
under the umbrella.

on the umbrella.
in the car.

under the car.
on the table.

on the fish.
in the fish.
They are ants.

They are cats.

They are goats.

They are monkeys.

Color the cats orange.
Color the goats red.
Color the monkeys yellow.
Color the ants red.
They are goats.
They are ants.
They are cats.
They are goats.
They are ants.
They are cats.
on the table

on the monkey

on the monkey

in the fish

under the umbrella

under the table

in the fish

under the umbrella

under the table

a pink cat in the car

an orange cat on the car

a yellow cat under the car
ant

Draw a mouse

Draw an ant

Draw an ant

Draw a mouse

Draw an ant

Draw a mouse

mouse

in the tree.

on the umbrella.

in the bag.

under the monkey.

on the table.

under the table.
fork  bed  car  book

two beds  three beds
five forks  three books
three books  two cars
one car  five forks
four books  one car
two cars  two beds
three beds  four forks
four forks  four books

one two three four five
They are in the car

They are on the bed

They are in the book

They are under the car

They are under the bed

They are on the car

one and three = 4

two and four =
five and one =

three and five =
four and five =
five and one =
big

little

a big apple -> a little apple

a little ball

a big ball

a big cat

a little goat

a big goat

a big ball

a little apple

a big apple

a little cat

a big goat

a little cat

a little goat

apple

ball

cat

goat
1. Draw two apples.
2. Draw three balls.
3. Draw one big ball.
4. Draw four little apples.
5. Draw five apples.
yellow
red
green
blue
red
yellow
blue
orange
pink

b
m
g
a
t
f
c
Draw a ball under the umbrella.

Draw a cat in the car.

Draw an apple on the table.

Draw a fish in the cup.
y = yellow  b = blue  r = red

g = green  p = pink  o = orange
Activity Books for Children are packed with engaging and creative tasks to help your pupils learn English. All the activities are attractively illustrated and have been carefully designed to practise English grammar and vocabulary, and to develop important reading and writing skills.
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